INTERNATIONAL POLICY

Introduction:

“Give me ae spark o’ Nature’s fire, 
That’s a’ the learning I desire”

-Robert Burns.

The cherished desire of learning possessed by the children cannot be quenched with an ordinary system of education. Realising this we at KRS strive to mould them into holistic pupils by igniting a flame into their minds. A flame which can never be put out that instils them to spread like fire, promoting a daring spirit and to think, act and disseminate according to that.

Rationale:

The world has shrunk into a global village. The learning community having a wide access to the technology oriented education getting placement and settling at different parts of the world should possess all the requisite skills and cope up with the nationalities wherever they work and live. Having this in mind, we have decided to promote understanding of global issues among students by giving an experience of internationalism at our school premises. Moreover the thought that he/she is a part of the wide world will be lit in their minds. We strongly believe that the flame kindled in the minds of students would ensure international peace and understanding among all the nations of the world and bring the heaven down on to the earth.

Aims:

* To broaden the horizon and promote the spirit among all the stakeholders from national level to global level.
* To think and act as global citizens.
* To work with partner schools overseas and update the knowledge of the happenings around the diversified sphere.
* To teach the child to face the challenges of today and take on the role of an active and responsible citizen.
* To help the child develop a passion for history which would shape them at present by understanding the past events and prepare them to face future.
* To appreciate our own heritage and culture and apply the spirit of being united at global context too.
* To promote self confidence and will power in order to strive by themselves till they succeed.
* To appreciate our rich bio diversity and kindle the spirit of conservation to preserve a sustained earth for the future generation.
* To expose the child to various fields of study such as music, art, culture and languages.
* To enhance the teaching methodology and promote the capability of faculty.
Objectives:

* To check for international dimension in the curriculum and projects planned.

* To accept every citizen of this world devoid of race, creed, sex etc. as brothers and sisters.

* To establish link with schools across the globe and exchange the knowledge gained between one another.

* To liaise with the visitors who come to school from different parts of the world.

* To expose the child to meet various people belonging to different culture, backgrounds etc.

* To expose the child to all innovative techniques and ensure them to understand the present scenario.

* To promote their communicative skills and enhance writing skills through poetry writing, essay writing, script writing, biography, autobiography etc.

* To instill the daring spirit of the children to display and discuss all their views, opinions and share their activities.

* To promote the reading skills of both the teachers and learners.

* To engage them with various creative activities which would enhance them to express freely.